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s: RELEASING DEVICE FOR LOCKING PLIERs 
Homer A. Mead, Turlock, Calif. 

. . Application October 3, 1952, serial No. 312,913 
.. 4 Claims. (CI. 81-84) 

This invention relates to self-locking wrench 
pliers of that...typeso. constructed that... the jaw 
connecting linkage moves past dead center, when 
the jaws tightly grip a piece of work, and locks 
Said jaWS against release. 
The major object of this invention is...to pro 

vide a simple, and efficient device mounted on the 
pliers and operable by a finger of the handgrasp 
ing the pliers, for breaking the dead center lock 
so that the jaws and their controlling handles 
may be opened or spread without substantial re 
sistance. 
A further object is to provide a device, for the 

purpose, arranged to exert a great releasing 
force-on the parts to be released-with a mini 
mum of finger...pressure; the device working 
smoothly, positively, and quickly. 
. Such device includes a finger. lever, and an 
other object of the invention is to arrange this 
lever So that...it is in a position most, convenient 
and natural for operation, by a finger of the hand 
holding the pliers; the lever, having a minimum 
of projection when in its normal position. 
A further object of theinyention is to provide 

a releasing device, for locking pliers, which is de 
signed for ease and economy of manufacture, 
A still further object of the invention, is to pro 

wide a practical and reliable releasing device...for 
locking pliers, and a device which is exceedingly 
effective for the purpose for which it is designed. , 
These objects are accomplished by means of 

Such structure and relative arrangement of parts 
as Will fully appear by a perusal of the following 
Specification and claims. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the pliers' with the 

jaWS Spread to Straddle a piece of Work such as a 
nut, before engaging the same. 

Fig.2 is a similar view, partly broken out and 
in section, showing the jaws of the pliers gripping 
the Work locked against release. - - 

Fig. 3 is a similar view, but with the lock re 
leased by actuation of the finger lever. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary, cross section online 
4-4 of Eig. 2. 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary transverse section on 
line 5-5 of Fig. 1. 

Referring now more particularly to the charac 
ters of reference on the drawings, the pliers com 
prises Stationary and movable jaws and 2, re 
Spectively; jaw being rigid with a straight elon 
gated handle 3, which is of deep U-shaped form 
in Section, with the opening of the U facing away 
from the outer edge of the handle as plainly 
shown in Fig. 4. 
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The jaw 2 is formed with a shanks 4 projecting 

at an angle to said jaw, and between thesides. 5 
of handle 3, the shank being pivoted to saidsides 
a relatively short distance below jaws by:apin 6. 
A handle 7, also of deep U-form in:cross section 

to provide spaced sides 8 and opening in the direcr 
tion of handle. 3, is pivoted at its forward end by 
a pin 9 on shank 4 adjacent its outers sides at a 
point generally opposites pivot 6. 
The handles are connected by a rigid toggle 

link to which includes a forward portion f of 
rectangular cross section to fit closely, between 
the sides 8 and 5 of the handles and a rearward 
threaded portion f2 fitting in clearance, relation 
between the sides 5 of handle 1. 
The link extends diagonally of the handles and 

is pivoted at its forward; end on the handles sides 
8 by a cross pin f3, disposed some distance-rear 
Wardly of pivot-9 and clear of jawshank 4. 
A knurled finger nut 4 of greater diameter 

than the outside width of handle. 3 is threaded 
on link portion 2. The nut is confined in the 
sides 5 of handle:3 by and projects through cage. 
forming openings. 5 cutthrough said walls: The 
bottom walls of the openings are, shaped to fornia 
transversely alined fulcrum points, engaging 
and about which the nut may rock; the inner side 
and forward walls of the openings being curved, 
as at , about said fulcrum-points: as an axis;and 
confining the nut, without restricting its rotation. 
This enables the link and nutto: swing: as a unit 
about the fulcrums 6 without material friction 
as handle T is swung to open and close the mov 
able jaw 2 relative to the fixed jaw ... The open 
ings, however, are elongated at their outer side 
as shown at 5a for the: initial insertion of the 
nut 4, 
The pivot 3 is disposed relative to a line 8 

drawn through the fulcrum point: S and the axis 
of pivot; 9 so that pin 3 is disposed laterally in 
from Said line; when the handles are brought to 
gether with the jaws...tightly gripped with a piece 
of work Such as a raut N, as shown in Fig. 2. 
-The jaws are thus locked against being opened 

by any pressure exerted on the jaws at the work, 
and in order to break the lockin a simple, and 
convenient manner, the following arrangement is 
provided: 

Pivoted, as at 9, between the sides 8 of handle 
7 and rearwardly of pin 3 is a finger lever 20 
which projects through a longitudinal slot 2 
formed in the back of the handle 7 and is shaped 
at its end outwardly of the handle as a curved 
actuating tip 22. 
The inner end of the lever 20 is curved eccen 
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tric to the axis of pivot 3 to provide a cam face 
23 disposed so that the distance from the cam 
face to said pivot increases rearwardly. The link 
0 is disposed so as to be engaged by the cam face 

23 when the handles are closed. In order to en 
able the lever 20 to be as long as possible and still 
project but little from the back of the handle, 
the portion if of the link I O is formed as a dog leg 
bent away from the finger lever, the outer edge or 
face 24 of the portion rearwardly of the bend 
being that engaged by and disposed at a consider 
able angle to said can face. It may here be noted. 
that the threaded portion 2 is not affected by 
the shape of portion , and said threaded por 
tion remains radially disposed relative to pin 3. 
The lever 20, in its inoperative position is dis 

posed at the upper end of slot 2, being yieldably 
held in that position by a leaf spring 25 pressed 
at its lower end into a notch 26 cut in the upper 
side of the lever 20 back from the pivot, and ex 
tending thence forwardly to slidably bear against 
back of the handle 7 inside the same and ahead 
of the slot. 
The eccentric face 23 is so related to pivot 9 

and to the link face 24 that as the cam is rotated, 
by pulling rearward on lever 29, said face rolls 
on or walks easily along face 24 without slipping 
or appreciable friction, and hence a greater and 
more positive can pressure can be exerted on link 
f0. Also, wear on the contacting faces is reduced 
to a minimum and practically eliminated. 
With this arrangement, therefore, and with 

the link locked past dead center, it is only neces 
sary to pull lever 20 rearward, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Because of the eccentric relation of can face 23 
to pivot 9 and face 24, this causes the handle 7 
to be swung out relative to handle 3, the cam roll 
ing on link face 24 without slipping, as described. 
This handle movement is, of course, accompanied 
by an outward movement of link pivot 3, the link 
Swinging about the fulcrum points 6. 

Aiso, because of the above described eccentric 
can face arrangement, a relatively slow but very 
great leverage is exerted at the outset of the lock 
breaking operation, when it is most needed, while 
a lesser levelage and faster movement occurs to 
ward completion of such operation, as is also de 
sirable. Additionally, the relatively great length 
of lever 20, made possible by the dog-leg or re 
cessed form of the upper portion of the link it, 
enables the desired action to be obtained with a 
minimum of finger pull. 

It is to be further noted that lever 20 normally 
extends at a forward diagonal from pivot 9 so 
that the tip 22 is initially ahead of said pivot 9, 
While the eccentric can face 23 is rearwardly of 
such pivot. This arrangement of parts is advan 
tageous, as the finger imparted motion of tip 22, 
required to release the pliers, is rearward as dis 
tinguished from laterally inward whereby the re 
leasing force does not oppose or work against the 
opening movement of the handle 7. 
From the foregoing description, it will be readi 

ly Seen that there has been produced Such a de 
Vice as Substantially fulfills the objects of the in 
vention, as set forth herein. 
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4 
While this Specification Sets forth in detail the 

present and preferred construction of the device, 
Still in practice Such deviations from Such detail 
may be resorted to as do not form a departure 
from the spirit of the invention, as defined by the 
appended claims. 

Having thus described the invention, the foll 
lowing is claimed as new and useful, and upon 
which Letters Patent is desired: . 

1. In wrench type pliers including relatively 
movable handles and a beyond dead center lock 
ing unit connected diagonally between said 
handles, the movable handle being channel shaped and opening inwardly; a releasing unit 
comprising a lever extending laterally of the pliers 
and disposed mainly in the channel of the mov 
able handle with its inner end adjacent the lock 
ing unit, said movable handle having a longi 
tudinal slot through which the outer end of the 
lever projects, a cross pin pivoting the lever ad 
jacent its inner end on said handle, and a cam on 
the inner end of the lever engaging the locking 
unit and arranged to inpart a releasing nove 
ment to Said locking unit upon actuation of the 
lever and movement of the outer end thereof in a 
direction away from the jaws. 

2. A pliers as in claim 1, in which the cam is 
disposed close to the pivot pin and is arranged 
relative thereto to exert the greatest leverage 
against the locking unit at the inception of the 
actuating movement of the lever and to roll upon 
the unit with movement of the lever about the 
pivot pin; the lever when in its initial position 
being disposed at an acute angle to the locking 
unit in the direction of the jaws so that the outer 
end of the lever is then closer to the jaw end of the 
pliers than the pivot of the lever. 

3. A pliers as in claim 1, in which the can is 
disposed close to the pivot pin and is arranged 
relative thereto to exert the greatest leverage 
against the locking unit at the inception of the 
actuating movement of the lever and to roll upon 
the unit. With movement of the lever about the 
pivot pin; said point of greatest leverage of the 
can being Substantially on a line drawn through 
the pivot pin and the outer end of the lever. 

4. A pliers as in claim 1 in which the locking 
unit includes a link against which the can bears; 
said link being deflected inwardly intermediate 
its ends and away from a straight line drawn 
through said deflected portion of the link. 

HOMER. A. MEAD. 
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